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ON  SEMILOCAL  OP-RINGS

YUKITOSHI HINOHARA

Abstract. The notion of OP-rings was introduced by D.

Lissner. A commutative ring R is called an OP-ring if, for any

«¡ï2, any vector of R" is an outer product of n—\ vectors of R".

Recently J. Towber proved that any local ring is an OP-ring if

and only if the maximal ideal is generated by two elements. The

main result in the present paper is a generalization to semilocal

rings of the above theorem proved by Towber for local rings.

The author's argument does not rely on Towber's theorem how-

ever, and so provides a new and very elementary proof of that

result.

In this note, all rings are commutative rings with 1. Rn denotes a free

module of rank n over R. For an (n— 1) x n matrix M with coefficients in

R, we denote by \M\ = (b1, ■ ■ • , bn) a vector in R" where bt=(— l)i+1

(the determinant of the matrix obtained by deleting the z'th column from

M). We say that a vector v in Rn is an outer product if there exists an

(n—l)x« matrix M such that \M\=v. We say that a ring R is an OP-ring

if, for any n^2, any vector in R" is an outer product. If v = (al, • • • , an)

is a vector in Rn, we write Iv=I(al, ■ • ■ ,an) for the ideal generated by

«i, • • • , an. If lv= 1, we call v a unimodular vector. When vu • • •, vseRn,

we denote by \\v1, • • ■ , v8\\ the matrix the ith row of which is vt. For a

matrix M, 'M denotes the transpose of M. fi(N) denotes the minimal

number of generators of a module AT.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to the referee for many

kind suggestions.

1. The objective in this section is to prove

Theorem. Let R be a (noetherian) semilocal ring with the maximal

ideals ntx, • • • , ms. Then R is an OP-ring if and only ///¿(m,/?,,,)^2 for

each i.

The "only if" part is Theorem 2.4 (and the remark following that the-

orem) of [9]. To prove the "if" part we need some lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let Rbea semilocal ring with the maximal ideals m^ ■ • • , ms.

Suppose that miÄm< is generated by r elements for each i. Then there exist

r+s—1 elements xu---, xr_t, )>i,''',ys of R such that mi=

I(x1, ■ • • , xr_i, 7j), XjBj,for each i,j where J is the Jacobson radical of R,

i.e.,J=f) m¿.

Proof. Assume that ma, • • • , míf.em,-, m¿Am.=(m¿1, • • • , mir)Rm.

for each i. Since rr^, • • • , ms are distinct maximal ideals, we have m?^ m,

for ijíj. Hence, by virtue of Proposition 2 of Chapter II, §1 of [1], there

exist s elements eu • ■ ■ , es of R such that e.em], e^m, for each Jfti.

Put d—Yli^i e¡, and we have d^m^ i/tem^ for each jj^i. Put xó=

^imiidi îor j<r, y^m^dj+ej, and we have that x¡eJ, j}<£m¿. for each

k^j. Now we see that mj=I(x1, • • • , xr_i,}'j). For:

MjRmJrf&m, = Pfl. * * * » WJY) = 7(m3ii/3-, • • • , W}-,rV¿, j*i)

= /(*!, • • • , Xr_1; y,).

Put Oj=/(*!, • • ■ , xr_x,y¡), and we have miRm=(ai-\-m2¡)Rm.. From

this we deduce ntj—aj-f-mj i.e., m3=m^ (mod a,), as follows. Given

xerrt,- we can write x/1 = (a+y)/s in Rm , with aea^yem), and j^m,. Then

there exist i^m, such that ?jx=i(a-fy), and an r^m,- such that rts=

l+m, with mem,. Then x—xm2=x(rts)(l — m)=rt(a+y)(l — m)eaj+m2j,

and xm2em2 so xea.,-f-m5; hence m—ai+m^. Since y$mk for fc^y,

i?/a, is local. Therefore m., = m? (mod a¡) implies that mj=aj.

Remark. Under the assumption of Lemma 1, it is known that any

maximal ideal is generated by r elements (cf. [2] and [8]).

The following two lemmas are well known. We shall write the proofs

fOr the completeness.

Lemma 2. Let Rbea semilocal ring with the maximal ideals m1, ■ • • , ms.

Assume that each m2 is principal. Then R is a principal ideal ring.

Proof. Let a be any ideal of R. Since Rm is a principal ideal ring for

each i, we put aRm=atRm, a¿ea. Put a= 2 aidi where d¡, i= 1, • • • , s, are

the same as in the proof of Lemma 1. Then we have asa^ (mod crrrtj).

Therefore we have a.Rm={aR-\-<xm.^Rm,, hence aRm —aRm. for each i

by Nakayama's lemma, whence we have a=aR.

Lemma 3. Let R be a principal ideal ring, v a vector of Rn and Iv=aR

for an aeR. Then there exists an invertible nxn matrix M such that

vM=(a,0,- •• ,0).

Proof. Put v=(au ■■■ , an), a=2 aibl and R=2© £>;> 1 = 2 et> eieDi
for each j where Z>; is a principal ideal domain or a special principal ideal

ring (cf. [11])- If ae^O, we see that (bu • • • , ¿>n)e3- is unimodular in D¡.
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Since all projective Z>3-modules are free, (bt, • • •, bn)e¡ can be made the

first row of a unimodular matrix Aje(Dj)nxn (cf. §2 of [3]). Take Nj = tAj,

and we have (ax, ■ • ■ , an)ejNj=(a, a'2, • ■ • , a'„)ej with a'(eaDj for /'=

2, • • • , n. Then there exists a unimodular matrix N'¡ such that

(a, a2,- • • , a'n)ejN'j = (a, 0, • • • , 0)e;. Put M¡=NjN'j, and we have

(ax, • • • , an)e¡Mj=(a, 0, • • ■ , 0)e¡. If ae{=0, we put M—eJn where /„

is the nxn identity matrix in R. We put M= 2 A^¿- Then M is invertible in

R and (au •■■ , an)M= (a, 0, • ■ ■ , 0).

Proof of the "if" part of the theorem. Apply Lemma 1 in the case

of r=2 and take the 5+1 elements x, y1, • • ■ , ys of R. We may assume

that R is indecomposable, since any direct product of OP-rings is an

OP-ring. We notice that any unimodular vector is an outer product when

R is an indecomposable semilocal ring (cf. §2 of [4]), since any projective

module over such a ring is free (Proposition 5 of Chapter II, §5 of [1]).

Now let S be the set of all ideals which are generated by the components

of nonouter product vectors. We deduce a contradiction from the assump-

tion St¿0. Let a be a maximal element of S. Put a=Iv where v=

(a1, ■ • ■ , an)eRn is not an outer product. We have a^l. We consider the

ideal a in the semilocal ring R/Rx with the maximal ideals mJRx, i=

1, • • • , s. By Lemma 2, R/Rx is a principal ideal ring, hence there exists

an element a of Iv and a matrix M with coefficients in R such that

{a-y, • ■ • , an)M= (a, 0, • • • , 0) (mod Rx) and that M is invertible mod Rx.

Since xeJ, Mis invertible in R. We put (ax, • • • , an)M=(a', xb2, ■ • • , xbn).

The vectors (ax, • • • , an) and (a', xb2, • • • , xbn) generate the same ideal

o, since M is invertible in R. Put w=(a , b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn), Iw=b, and we have

D2a. If b^a, the vector w is an outer product by virtue of the rriaxi-

mality of a, hence (a', xb2, ■ • • , xbn) and (au • ■ ■ , an) are also outer

products (cf. §2, (5) and (6) of [4]). Thus we have b = o, whence a'Rç

a^a'R+xI(b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn)^a'R+Ja. This implies that a=a'R by Naka-

yama's lemma. We put b2—a'c2, • • • , bn=a'cn, »'«=(1, c2, • • ■ , cn). Since

v' is an outer product, w=a'v' is also an outer product, hence v is an

outer product. This is a contradiction.

2. This section contains some miscellaneous results related to the

theorem in §1. First we give a simple proof of a result used in the proof

of the theorem of Towber (cf. Case 2, p. 196 of [10]).

Proposition 1. Let R be a local ring with the maximal ideal m and let

p be a prime ideal, p^rrt. Suppose that ¡u(m)^2. Then p is principal.

Proof (Due to Y. Kinugasa). Put m=I(a,b). p^m implies that

a$p or b$p, so we assume that a<$p. Then the local ring R=R/Ra is a

principal ideal ring since m/Ra is principal. Hence there exists an integer n
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such that p+Ra = Rbn+Ra. Put bn=p+ra, reR. Take any element x of p.

Then x can be written as x=r'bn+sa for some r', seR. Now we have

x=r'(p+ra)+sa— r'p+(rr'+s)a. Hence we have x—r'p = (rr'+s)aep, so

rr'+sep since a$p. Therefore xeRp+pa, so we have p=Rp+pa=

Rp+pm. Thus we have p=Rp by Nakayama's lemma.

As is well known, any unimodular vector of the free module Rn gener-

ates a direct summand of Rn. The following proposition is a generaliza-

tion of this fact.

Proposition 2. Let R be a ring, M=(m„) an nxs matrix (n¿is) with

coefficients R and let M1, ■ • • , Mt (t=Q)) be the set of alliXs minors of

M. Then the following conditions (i), (ii) and (hi) are equivalent:

(i) There exists an sxn matrix N with coefficients in R such that

NM=ES (=sxs identity matrix).

(ii) l{Mít-~,M¿-\.
(iii) If we put vj = (mlj, • • • , mnj) and D=Rv1+ ■ • ■ +Rvs, D is a

free direct summand of rank s of Rn.

Most of the results of this proposition are contained in Proposition 6.1

of [6], but the proof is new and the context is more general.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). Let the column vectors of M be Plt • • • , vs. Assume

there exists a maximal ideal m of R such that Tn3/(M1( • • • , Mt). Then

vu ■ • ■ ,vs are linearly dependent mod m. Hence there exists a vector

v=(x1, • ■ • , xs) of Rs such that I(xu • • •, xs)$m and 2^,^=0 (modm).

Then we have that Mlv=0 (mod rrt) and that NMtv=E*v=tv. This is a

contradiction.

(ii)=>(iii). We use the induction on s. Case of j=l is Lemma 5 of [7],

so we assume the validity of (ii)=>(iii) in case of j—1, and prove that in

case of s. Let M' be the nx(i-l) matrix obtained by deleting the last

column from M, and let M[, ■ ■ ■ , M't, (t' = (s^1)) be the t' minors of M'.

We have, by the assumption (ii), I{M'X, • • • , Aft')=l. By the induction

assumption, D'=Rvx+ • ■ • +Rvs_x is a free direct summand of rank

s-\ oîR". We put Rn=D'®P',vs=d'+p',d'eD',p'eP',p' = (r1, ■■■ , rn),

rteR. We have I(rx, • ■ ■ , rn)=l. For: let m be a maximal ideal of R.

m2/(rl5 ••• ,r„) implies that D' = (D'+mRn)lmRn=(D+mRn)lmRn,

so D is an s—\ dimensional vector space over the field R/m, but this

contradicts the hypothesis I(MU ■ ■ ■ , Mt)=l. Thus I(ru • ■ • , rn)=1, and

this means that Rp' is a free direct summand of Rn of rank 1. Since

Rp'^P', Rp' is a free direct summand of P' of rank 1. If we put P'=

Rp'OP", we have Rn=D'®P'=D'®Rp'®P", and D=D'®Rp' is free of

rank s. This proves the implication (ii)=>(iii).

Before proving the implication (iii)=>(i), we write a lemma the proof

of which is written for the completeness.
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Lemma. Let M be a free R-module of rank s and {vx, ■ • • , vs} a gener-

ating set for M of order s, then {vly ■ • ■ , vs} is a basis.

Proof. Let F be free on {elt ■ • • , es} and define an epimorphism

r¡:F-+M by ejf-ïVi for each i. Then r¡ splits, so Ker r¡ is projective, and

rank(Ker rj)=rank F— rank M=0.

(iii)=>(i). Let {e[, ■ ■ • , e's} be the canonical basis of Rs, {eu • ■ ■ , en}

the canonical basis of Rn, Rn=D®P and let <p be the Ä-linear map from

Rn to Rs such that yv—e't for i= 1, • • • , s, q>p=0 for any peP. If we put

(<peu ■ •• , <pen)=(e'1, ■■■ , e',)N, we have NM=E,.
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